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1. Event Invitation

Step 1:

Open email invitation

It comes if you have been invited to the 
particular event

Step 2:

Click the access link

Follow the Click Here link to Log In or get
the Ariba Sourcing Account registered

OR 

Use the https://proposals.seller.ariba.com to 
login to your Ariba Sourcing account

https://proposals.seller.ariba.com/


2. Event Details

Checklist shows the required steps to 
participate in the RFI 

Click Review Prerequisites to proceed within the RFI 
or Decline to Respond if you refuse to participate 

The countdown clock shows the time 
remaining in preview



3. Event Participation (Prerequisites)

To be able to 
proceed with 
the event, you 
need to review 
and accept the 
Bidder 
Agreement and 
prerequisite 
questions.

Once done, 
click OK.



3. Event Participation (Lots/Line items)

In checklist section 3. Select Lots/Line Items select Lots you want to 
place a bid for and click Confirm Selected Lots/Line Items.  



3. Event Participation (Prebids)
In section 4. Submit Bids you will be able to see your Initial Price if applicable – it can be taken from 
your response in RFP. You need to submit the prebids, if required, by clicking on Submit Entire Response 
before preview time ending. Countdown clock shows when bidding will open.



3. Auction Bidding – English type
The Bid Console appears automatically once the bidding starts. You will be able to see your initial/ceiling price, if 
applicable, bid decrement value and countdown clock which shows the time remaining for particular lot. Once you 
submit the first bid, your Bid Rank will be shown.

To submit your bid, click Submit Current Lot each time you update the price!



3. Auction Bidding – English type
English auctions have bidding overtime period set, which means if any participant submits a bid within last i.e. 2 min of 
currently opened Lot, its time remaining will be extended. Countdown clock will be updated automatically. 

Once the bidding on Lot has ended, it will be prompt to Review period for 10 min. Stay online during the Review period in case 
of possible Lot re-opening due to technical issues, etc. You can communicate your issue within Compose Message button.

The event is over when it goes into Pending Selection status.



3. Auction Bidding – Dutch type
The Bid Console appears automatically once the bidding starts. You will be able to see current price, bid 
adjustment value and time until next adjustment which shows the time remaining for submitting current price 
level. Price will be increasing with each adjustment.

Participant who clicks Submit Acceptance first, wins the lot and it automatically closes for other participants.



3. Auction Bidding – Japanese type
The Bid Console appears automatically once the bidding starts. You will be able to see current price, bid 
adjustment value and time remaining for current item which shows the time left for submitting current price 
level. Price will be decreasing with each adjustment.

You need to click Submit Acceptance on each price level until it is acceptable for you.
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